Socks Manufacturing Process

Socks occupy a very humble place in our wardrobes but its importance cannot be undermined. It is an essential item for people of all kinds irrespective of age or gender. There can be various types of socks depending on the occasion, purpose, sports or casual etc. It protects your feet and keep it safe and warm.

There are multiple Socks manufacturing company in India. With a simple process, consisting of some steps, the production of socks has gained quite a volume. It begins from obtaining the required raw material for processing. Things like weather and season, susceptibility to any allergies, comfortable, softness and the outlook form some of the guiding factors before selection of appropriate raw material. The manufacturing process starts with the preparation like washing, coloring, dyeing and drying of the raw material. The material like cotton and synthetic yarn are procured by the manufacturer. It then follows the stages of:

Knitting – High tech circular machines are used to knit with needles in circular position. There is a pre designed program which feeds the yarn as per the design pattern.

Seaming – here front portion of socks are seamed as per the customer requirements. This linking and sewing process is done from both the sides. The companies also stiches the logo on the socks for the customer.

Giving it a Wet Finish – this forms the next step wherein socks are washed, scoured and bleached. It is done with just water and hard detergents are not used.

Board Pairing – in this stage the socks are put on hot frames as per its size and passed through the steam. Once the creases are gone, it is paired together for a final quality check to make sure no loose strings or defective piece get away.

Packaging – this is the final step where the finished socks are moved for packaging as per the customer requirements and the brand styles. Accordingly it is shipped and delivered to the customer.

There are various companies which are exclusively categorized as Men’s Socks Manufacturer. Such companies specialize in the production of nylon and cotton socks which are generally worn by males as a part of their formal attire. Such companies do venture out in the areas of socks for kids who wear it as a part of their school uniform. These socks are sent to the various Kids socks suppliers across India who addresses the demands of the target customer.